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Metallic bonding
Metals consist of a lattice of positive ions surrounded by delocalised 
electrons (Figure 3.6).

The mutual attraction of the positive ions for the delocalised electrons is 
a strong electrostatic force and gives most metals high melting points 
because it is difficult to separate the ions from each other.

The mobile electrons can carry an electrical charge and this explains why 
metals can conduct electricity so well.

The layers of metal ions within the lattice can also slide across each other 
fairly easily when a force is applied; this means that metals can be beaten 
into sheets and are said to malleable.

Typical mistake

What	is	wrong	with	this	student’s	answer	in	explaining	why	the	
electrical	conductivity	of	a	metal	is	good?	‘Because	there	are	mobile	
ions	that	can	carry	the	charge.’

They	should	have	said	that	mobile	electrons	are	free	to	carry	
the	charge.		

Bond polarity
Electronegativity 

Figure 3.7 shows the graph of electronegativity plotted against atomic 
number for the first 20 elements.
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Figure 3.7 How electronegativity varies with atomic number

Electronegativity increases across a period, from left to right, and 
decreases going down a group. Elements with very high electronegativity 
values include F, N and O — these elements are very good at attracting 
bonded electrons towards their nuclei. This attraction causes an 
asymmetrical electron distribution in which the electronegative atom 
develops a slight negative charge and the other atom develops a slight 
positive charge. A polar bond is produced.

Figure 3.8 shows the electron distribution in a chlorine molecule (a non-
polar molecule because both atoms are the same) and hydrogen chloride 
(a polar molecule due to the different electronegativities of hydrogen (2.1) 
and chlorine (3.0)). Hydrogen chloride is a polar molecule and has slightly 
charged ends: Hδ+−Clδ−.

+ + + + +

+ + + + +

+ + + + +

+ + + + +

Delocalised electrons

Figure 3.6 Structure 
of a metal

Electronegativity	is	
the	power	of	an	atom	to	
withdraw	electron	density	
from	a	covalent	bond.
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Chlorine molecule: symmetrical
electron distribution

Hydrogen chloride molecule:
asymmetrical electron distribution

Cl Cl

H Cl

δ+ δ–

Figure 3.8 Electron distribution in chlorine and hydrogen chloride

Now test yourself
6	 Explain	why	hydrogen	fluoride,	HF,	is	a	polar	molecule	whereas	

hydrogen,	H2,	is	a	non-polar	molecule.
	 The	electronegativity	values	of	fluorine	and	hydrogen	are	4.0	and	2.1	

respectively.

Answer on p. 101  

Some molecules may have polar bonds but the molecule still has no 
overall dipole moment. This is because the individual dipoles cancel out 
because of the three-dimensional shape of the molecule. An example of 
this is carbon dioxide (Figure 3.9) in which the carbon–oxygen dipoles 
cancel due to there being equal and opposite dipoles.

Forces acting between molecules
Forces acting between molecules are called intermolecular forces. 
There are three main types and their strength decreases in the order:

hydrogen bonding > dipole–dipole forces > van der Waals forces

Molecules with permanent dipoles
When a molecule has a permanent dipole, either dipole–dipole attractions 
or hydrogen bonding are possible intermolecular forces.

Hydrogen bonding
If nitrogen, oxygen or f luorine atoms are covalently bonded to 
hydrogen atoms in a molecule, for example in ammonia and water, 
an intermolecular attraction called a hydrogen bond can act 
between molecules.

A lone pair of electrons on an oxygen atom of one water molecule 
is attracted to the slight positive charge on a hydrogen atom in a 
neighbouring water molecule (Figure 3.10).

Exam tip

Elements	have	different	
electronegativity	values	—	
this	means	that	bonds	
can	differ	in	their	polarity	
depending	on	the	atoms	at	
the	ends	of	the	bond.

O C O
δ – δ –δ +

Figure 3.9 
Carbon dioxide 
molecule

Exam tip

Forces	that	exist	within	
a	molecule	are	strong	
covalent	bonds.	Those	
between	molecules	are	weak	
intermolecular	forces.
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Figure 3.10 Hydrogen bonding in water

Water is a substance that has some anomalous physical properties that can 
be explained using hydrogen bonding:
l higher melting and boiling points than expected
l lower density as a ice than as a liquid
l the existence of surface tension

Now test yourself
7	 Draw	a	diagram	to	show	the	hydrogen	bonding	that	takes	place	between	two	molecules	of	ammonia.	

Make	sure	that	you	include	all	lone	pairs	and	partial	charges	in	your	diagram.

Answer on p. 101 

Dipole–dipole attractions
Polar molecules that do not have N, O or F atoms bonded directly to 
hydrogen atoms can attract each other using dipole–dipole attractions. 
This is a weaker intermolecular force than hydrogen bonding.

Molecules of hydrogen chloride (Figure 3.11) can attract each other in 
this way — the slight negative charge on the chlorine atoms attracts the 
slight positive charge of hydrogen atoms on another molecule.

Molecules with temporary dipoles
Many molecules are non-polar and yet they are still able to attract 
each other using van der Waals forces, the weakest of all 
intermolecular forces.

The electrons in all molecules are in constant motion and this movement 
causes ‘wobbles’ in electron clouds that result in temporary dipoles. This 
dipole may then induce another temporary dipole in a neighbouring 
molecule. The attraction between these temporary dipoles is called a van 
der Waals force.

The size of van der Waals forces depends on the number of electrons in a 
molecule and also the area of contact of one molecule with another.

H
δ + δ +δ – δ –

HCI CI

Figure 3.11 Why molecules 
of hydrogen chloride 
interact

Exam tip

The	melting	and	boiling	
points	of	a	homologous	
series	of	hydrocarbons	and	
the	elements	in	group	7	(the	
halogens)	and	group	0	(the	
noble	gases)	all	increase	
as	relative	molecular	mass	
increases.	This	is	due	to	
the	increasing	number	of	
electrons	in	molecules.
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Example

Explain	why	the	boiling	points	of	the	hydrocarbons	—	methane,	
ethane,	propane,	butane	and	pentane	—	increase	in	the	order	written.

Answer
As	the	relative	molecular	mass	increases,	the	number	of	electrons	
in	each	molecule	increases.	This	means	that	more	and	stronger	van	
der	Waals	forces	exist	between	the	molecules,	and	they	will	be	more	
difficult	to	separate	from	each	other,	giving	them	higher	boiling	points.

Now test yourself
8	 Explain	why	the	boiling	points	of	the	halogens	increase	on	descending	the	group.

Answers on p. 101 

States of matter
Structure of substances
Substances have different physical properties that depend on their 
structures (Figure 3.12).

Giant ionic Giant covalent Simple covalent Giant metallic

MagnesiumIodineDiamondSodium chloride

Graphite

+ + + + +

+ + + + +

+ + + + +

+ + + + +

Ice

Figure 3.12 Examples of substances with different structures

Giant ionic substances have high melting and boiling points because 
the oppositely charged ions are attracted to each other by strong 
electrostatic forces. They are good electrical conductors when molten and 
in solution because the ions are free to carry the electrical charge. In the 
solid state, the ions are fixed in place in the lattice.

Giant covalent (macromolecular) substances have high melting 
and boiling points because the atoms are bonded throughout by strong 
covalent bonds. This means that a lot of energy is required to break the 
bonds and to melt the substance.
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